April 29, 2019 Monday Schedule; repeats May 13, 2019
Midnight to 0655: royalty-free music
0655: Sign-on (FM 106.9 in Pine Mountain Club, California)
0700: Democracy Now: 1 hr. stream from Pacifica, a national, daily, independent, award-winning news
program hosted by journalists Amy Goodman and Juan Gonzalez.
0800: PoetsWest: Selections from public reading by African American poets & writers. 02-10-2010
0830: PoetsWest: Poems and commentary about words in poetry and general everyday usage. Archive
02-22-2010
0900: Lessons from a radical model: Mimi Yahn is a feminist, progressive writer, social theorist,
activist and artist. How do language and popular culture create a climate of bias and bullying? How do
children and adults learn violence and antisocial attitudes, and how can we begin transforming
ourselves and our world to create a prosocial society? Mimi explores these questions in her
transformative process work in uprooting bias and bullying. Archive 07-19-2017
0930: Lessons from a radical model: Mike Alvarez is a two-time Goddard graduate and is currently a
PhD candidate in Communication (with a concentration in Technology & Society) at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst. He has two books in progress The Paradox of Suicide & Creativity. Under
contract with Rowman & Littlefield and The Color of Dusk: A Memoir. A suicide attempt survivor, his
work challenges the medicalization of so-called mental illness and suicide by centering the individual,
their communities, and their search for meaning. Archive 01-07-2018
1000: Ask Peggy about Your Finances: This evergreen show provides the best of the questions that
Peggy answers on her weekly show. Archive 05-16-2018
1030: Ask Peggy about Your Finances: Royal Finances; Bulls and Bears Market Summary; The Pope
and the Fiduciary Rule; Hobby vs. Business; Ask Peggy about deducting meal expense; Ask Peggy
about cancelling credit cards. Archive
05-21-2018
1100: Food Sleuth: Did you know that an alternative to our current exploitive industrial food system
is possible? Join Food Sleuth Radio host and Registered Dietitian, Melinda Hemmelgarn, for her
interview with Niaz Dorry, Coordinating Director of the Northwest Atlantic Marine Alliance, and
Executive Director of the National Family Farm Coalition. Dorry shares highlights from her America the
Bountiful national tour where she witnessed the interdependence between eaters and farming and
fishing communities. She discusses common challenges facing all food producers, plus solutions and
reasons for hope in rebuilding truly sustainable regional food systems, based in justice and equity.
Archive 11-04-2018
1130: Food Sleuth: Did you know that food-borne illness can result in much more than a simple
tummy ache " leading to chronic illness and even death? Join Food Sleuth Radio host and Registered
Dietitian, Melinda Hemmelgarn, for her discussion with Deirdre Schlunegger, Chief Executive Officer of
Stop Food-borne Illness, a national nonprofit public health organization dedicated to the prevention of
illness and death from food-borne pathogens. Schlunegger explains how Stop Food-borne Illness helps
promote sound food safety policy, best practices, public awareness, and provides assistance to those
impacted by food-borne illness. Archive 11-11-2018
1200: MyND Talk: American History Fault Lines Julian Zelizer : If you were asked when America
became polarized, your answer would likely depend on your age: you might say during Barack

Obamas presidency, or with the post-9/11 war on terror, or the culture wars of the 1980s and 1990s,
or the Reagan Revolution and the rise of the New Right. For leading historians Kevin M. Kruse and
Julian E. Zelizer, it all starts in 1974. Archive 03-07-2019
1230: MyND Talk: A Man and His Career Keith Morgan : At a time when finding an African American
man in the technical world of TV was fairly unique - Keith found himself working with the noted Ted
Koppel of ABC-TV. His story is an important lesson in not listening to what you "can't" do and pursuing
what you want to do. Archive 03-11-2019
1300: CATSKILL REVIEW OF BOOKS:LUBRICATING THE WHEELS OF HISTORY : Ian
Williams talks to Christine Sismondo about her book "America Walks into a Bar." Despite the Orwellian
hole of Prohibition, the bar played a formative role in American History. Archive 08-14-2011
1330:

CATSKILL REVIEW OF BOOKS:THE BUTCHER'S BILL: BROKEN BODIES
SHATTERED MINDS : Ronald Glasser talks to Ian Williams about the medical cost of war. Archive
08-21-2011
1400: Conversation Earth: Relocalization may be the most important strategy for minimizing climate
change. According to Bill McKibben, working as communities is the most important thing that we can
be doing right now. In this wide-ranging conversation about the sustainability of our civilization,
McKibben shares his thinking about much more than climate change, including the fact that having
more is not necessarily the key to our happiness. Bill McKibben has played a major role in public
awareness and discussion about climate change. His 1989 book, The End of Nature, was likely the first
book for a general audience about climate change. He s one of the founders of the planet-wide,
grassroots climate change movement, 350.org, he spearheaded resistance to the Keystone Pipeline,
and launched the fossil fuel divestment movement. Archive 08-21-2016
1430: Conversation Earth: Our computer-generated scenarios all showed this growth stopping in the
early decades of the 21st century, and, I must say, looking back now, it seems that we're right on
schedule. Dennis Meadows led the team at MIT whose computer simulations led to the publication of
the top-selling environmental book of all time " The Limits to Growth. Scientists built on Jay Forester s
pioneering system dynamics work to chart future trends of five variables, analyzing how they would
influence one another. The five variables were world population, industrialization, pollution, food
production and resource depletion. Their World3 computer model s business-as-usual scenario did not
paint a rosy picture, and many economists and industrialists criticized the study harshly. Our work
challenged the foundations of modern economic theory. It made life for politicians very uncomfortable,
and threatened corporations who were looking to increase their markets. So, all of them, especially
the economists, really lit out after our work, and criticized it roundly . In recent years, several
studies have confirmed that the standard-run scenario turned out to be remarkably accurate. This
may offer an explanation of the growing list of environmental crises and the inability of the global
economy to maintain the robust growth rates experienced earlier. Archive 08-28-2016
1500: Counterspin: Marcie Keever on oil spill, Alessandra Soler Meetze on Arizona SB 1070. Archive
04-28-2010
1530: Counterspin: Gabriel Arana on immigration, Ron Daniels on Henry Louis Gates. Archive 0505-2010
1600: Children's Storytime: Dreams. Archive 08-16-2012
1630: Children's Storytime: Horses. Archive 08-23-2012

1700: Flashpoints: 1 hr. stream from Pacifica; An award winning front-line investigative news magazine,
focusing on human, civil and workers’ rights, issues of war and peace, Global Warming, racism and
poverty, and other issues. Hosted by Dennis J. Bernstein.

1800: Pacifica Evening News: 1 hr. stream from Pacifica ; The Pacifica Evening News is a collaboration of
KPFA and KPFK in Los Angeles and KFCF in Fresno. Comprehensive coverage of the day’s news with a
focus on war and peace; social, environmental, and economic justice.
1900: History Counts: Consumer boycotts were an essential tool in colonial resistance to Britain, the
early labor movement, the civil rights movement, and modern movements to protect the environment.
What made them successful? Archive 11-29-2008
1930: History Counts: Veteran LA Prosecutor Vincent Bugliosi presents his case for prosecuting
George W. Bush for murder for starting the war on Iraq. Attorney Bugliosi obtained convictions in all
of his 21 murder trials including the Charles Manson case. Archive 12-30-2008
2000 & 2100: Golden Age of Radio. Archive April 07, 2013
2200 to

Midnight: royalty-free music

